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$ 319,000 3 Bedrooms . 2 Bathrooms . 1,907 Sqft

Come to a place where homes are built to be used, loved, cherished and kept. Where neighbors are as
interesting as the places they call home. Where you have a hard time determining where the park stops and your
home begins. T his is your home. T his is one of the first communities that offer brand new luxury homes
maintenance free, in an unparalleled location. T he demand for this product has been so strong that it led to the
specific acquisition and creation of Skyfall. After years of home ownership, maybe the time in your life has come
where you don't want the hassle of maintenance and constant upkeep. At Skyfall we do all of that for you, all you
have to do is come home and relax and be one of the few fortunate people who will get to call this community
home. More...Skyfall is modeled toevoke a European back country feel. Lanterns flank the front porch that
overlooks common green spaces. T he homes are all linked together by walking paths and common spaces. We
have left plenty of room for that garden you've always wanted or just be able to be in the heart of East
T ennessee and still enjoy the vast canopy of southern hardwoods. T he interiors feature hardwood floors,
fireplaces, open living areas with large owner's suites and custom craftsmanship. T hese homes are designed…
with the highest level of detail and quality that one would expect in a better living community like Skyfall. It is the
full intent to deliver to our clients all of the best amenities, a nostalgic environment at an affordable price. T his
new tradition in communities is better known as a pocket neighborhood and is becoming wildly successful across
the Country. Skyfall is a maintenance free community. T he HOA provides lawn cutting (we installed zoysia grass
not fescue or Bermuda), lawn maintenance (5 treatments, weed/fertilizer etc.), mulching of beds and pruning of
shrubs twice a year, and gutter cleaning. T he HOA also provides the garbage service and the fire service for
residents. T he community offers walking trails, a sunset pavilion, a timber framed picnic pavilion, an area we call
the grove which offers peach trees, apple trees, pecan trees blackberry, blueberry and muscadine and we also
have a community clubhouse and swimming pool which offers a full kitchen for entertaining. Come meet your
neighbors. Come HOME to Skyfall. *One time $4 ,000 transfer paid by Buyer at closing.
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